
Just a few more things…… 

I hope you have enjoyed making ATC’s with us. ATC's are an awesome 

way to share art with others and form a unique community of likeminded 

people! I also hope that this booklet has helped you understand more 

about ATC’s, how to make them and where they came from! 

Info 

If have any questions, please contact me at 

Craftsofallseasons.wordpress.com/contact/  

If you are interested in participating in a safe online ATC trade for kids, 

then please visit flourishingbyrestfulfalls.wordpress.com  

 

Thanks so much for reading! 

 

 

Visit our site for more ideas! 
Craftsofallseasons.wordpress.com 

  

  

All about Artist 
Trading Cards!!! 

 
 

EXCLUSIVE BOOKLET! 
With history, techniques, tips and more! 
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Easy ATC Techniques  

Just draw! 

 
 

Even though drawing can seem boring and 

simple, really, it’s not! Try different forms 

such as sketching or markers! You can also 

make up little challenges for yourself like 

choosing 3 random markers and trying to 

draw something with them! It’s fun! 

Paint it! 

 
 

Painting is another super easy and really fun 

art form! Watercolor and Acrylic seem to be 

the best paints for making ATC’s but just 

experiment!  

Collages! 

 
 

Collages are super fun to do! You can use 

pretty much anything you want to make a 

collage ATC! Use different textures, colors, 

and shapes to make your ATC interesting! 
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Gallery of Ideas #2 

Every time you create, you learn 

something new! 

   

                  

          

  

The Rules of the Trade 

Size 

 
 

Create a 2.5- by 3.5-inch card. The size is 

important! You can buy precut ATC’s or cut 

them yourself with regular cardstock. 

Name/Title 

 
 

Don’t forget to put your name and the date 

on the back of your ATC, you can also add a 

title if you want! 

Trade 

 
 

Never ever sell your ATC’s! You can trade 

them with other artists or keep them! 
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Getting Started 

What are they? 

Artist Trading cards are small works of art, meant to be traded with 

other artists! You can basically put anything on the ATC’s if it fits on 

the card. Use your creativity! Did you find a little flower on a walk, 

dry it and use for an ATC! Left over wrapping paper from the 

Christmas gifts, use it to make an ATC! The possibilities are 

absolutely endless! 

Where did they come from?  

Artist Trading Cards (ATC’s) were invented by the Swiss Artist M. 

Vanci Stirnemann in 1997. He began making small artworks the size 

of commercial trading cards. An exhibition of 1200 of Stirnemann’s 

cards ran at this second-hand bookshop between April 23 and May 

31 of 1997. Many people caught onto the idea and started trading 

cards that they have made. Help the legacy live on by making some of 

your own ATC’s today! 

Where to trade?  

A big question of mine at first was where to trade your ATC’s. 

Sometimes you can get friends to trade ATC’s with you and you can 

also just give ATC’s away, but the best option is an online trade. This 

way you can trade with people from different cities, states, and even 

countries! It also gives you a unique perspective of other people’s art 

and it is a lot of fun!  
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Gallery of Ideas! 
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